We present an extensive analysis of long-term statistics of the queries to websites using logs collected on several web caches in Russian academic networks and on US IRCache caches. We check the sensitivity of the statistics to several parameters: (1) duration of data collection, (2) geographical location of the cache server collecting data, and (3) the year of data collection. We propose a two-parameter modification of the Zipf law and interpret the parameters. We find that the rank distribution of websites is stable when approximated by the modified Zipf law. We suggest that website popularity may be a universal property of Internet.
Introduction
It has been known for a decade that web-document popularity follows the Zipf law [1] . Nevertheless, the exponent values reported by different authors vary significantly, from 0.60 to 1.03 [1, 2, 3, 4] (see Table 1 ). We believe that the scattering of the reported values is due to the small sample size in some cases and to the details of the fitting procedure used to extract the exponent.
In this paper, we propose that the rank distribution of the websites follows the Zipf law and give arguments supporting our idea. We must note that website statistics are more extensive than web-document statistics, and the distribution parameters can be obtained with higher accuracy.
We address the following questions: Is the rank distribution of websites Zipflike? If yes, what are the conditions under which the "true" exponent can be obtained? Does the exponent depend on the duration of the observation? Or on the geographical position of the observer? And does the exponent vary with time, as the Internet develops?
We report some answers to these questions. We have studied website statistics, which are indeed more stable than web-document statistics. We have analyzed log files accumulated on cache servers of Russian academic networks (FREEnet, RASnet, and RSSI) for about six years. These networks differ by their connectivity topology and bandwidth, both national and international. These cache servers have different geographical locations (Moscow, Moscow region, and Yaroslavl in Russia). In addition, we analyzed some statistics collected during seven weeks in the fall of 2004 at a number of IRCache servers in the United States (see Table 4 ).
We found that the statistics studied become stable 2 when the number of queries for the given statistics exceeds 10 5 . It is therefore meaningful to fit only those data for which the number of queries exceeds this value. This simple criterion can be used to estimate the critical window for the rank interval where the distribution is stable and the power law can be observed.
We found that the statistics are independent of the geographical location of the cache server (observer) collecting the data, at least for the analyzed data sets.
We found that the distribution is independent of the different years of data collection and is therefore stable over Internet history and development.
Nevertheless, we found that the Zipf-like law approximation is suitable only in the middle region of several orders of rank magnitude. We propose a modification of the Zipf-like law with two additional parameters and explain its possible meaning. We found that if we fit the equation of the modified law to the data, the website popularity distribution becomes quite stable. The value of the exponent α is 1.02 ± 0.05 for all datasets studied in this paper. We thus may suggest that website popularity follows the Zipf law.
We verified that the same modification also works perfectly for the webdocument ranked distribution.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present a brief history of 2 The accuracy of the exponent becomes a few percent, e.g., 5%.
the power laws observed in nature and society. We describe the data collection and processing in section 3. We discuss the results in section 4 and present our conclusions in section 5.
Power laws in nature and society
More than 100 years ago, Pareto [5] observed that the income distribution f in all countries can be described by the relation
where the exponent α ≃ 1.5 and m is some constant. About 70 years ago, George Zipf [6] discovered a striking regularity in English texts: the relative occurrence frequency f of the rth most popular word is inversely proportional to the rank r:
A more general form of Zipf law (2) with the exponent α = 1 is often encountered in the literature and is known as a Zipf-like law:
A Zipf-like law has been found in many areas of human activity and in nature. Among examples are the distribution of words in random texts [7] , of nucleotide "words" in DNA [8, 9] , of bit sequences in UNIX executable files [8] , of book popularities in libraries [6, 10] , of countries' areas and population sizes [6, 14, 15] , of scientific publication citation indices [16] , of forest-fire areas [17] . Many other examples can be found in recent reviews [18, 19] .
Meanwhile, there are many discussions whether a lognormal or power law is a better fit for some empirical distributions, for example, income distribution, population fluctuations, file size distribution, and some others (for a short review, see [19] ). In many cases a lognormal distribution looks like a power law distribution for a several orders of magnitude [19, 20] . We leave this question open and analyse our data using a Zipf-like law.
It is widely assumed that web document popularity follows a Zipf-like law. We summarized all published results in Table 1 with the dataset name, the date and period of log files in days (d) or months (m), the number of requests, the number of unique web pages requested, and the reported value of the exponent WebTV Sep00(16d) 347460865 32541361 1.03 [3] α. 3 It can be seen that exponent values vary from 0.60 to 1.03. 4 A question arises. Why is the variation of the exponent so large? Probably, the sample size is important, and the Zipf-like law only fits two decades of ranks well at best. It is quite inapplicable in the "tails" and in small ranks, and the results are sensitive to the choice of the rank window for fitting the data.
We know only two papers where the website popularity issue was addressed. In paper [22] , the authors claim that the destination address of web requests can be characterized by two types of Zipf laws. In paper [2] , the authors presented results for three sets of user request traces (shown in [2] in Fig. 5 , which is similar to our Figs. 3 and 4). In particular, the UCB-trace in their Fig. 5 looks similar to the set 2001-09-03 shown in our Fig. 4 , and it is rather impossible to extract any value of the exponent α using the fit to Zipf-like law (3). To our knowledge, the authors did not publish the announced preprint with the values of exponent α.
Datasets and methods
We start our analysis with the data collected on several proxies (cache servers) located in different Russian academic networks and in the next section will compare the results with the analysis of data collected in the fall of 2004 on American IRCache servers. Collections of data from Russian servers are presented in Table 2 with the dataset name, proxy server location, starting date of log files, period of log file in days (d), weeks (w), months (m), or years (y), number of requests, and number of unique websites requested. The following abbreviations are used for proxies: CHG for the proxy located in the Chernogolovka network (AS9113), Chernogolovka, Moscow region, Russia; IKIA for the proxy in Space Research Institute RAS (AS3218), Moscow, Russia; FREEnet for the proxy in FREEnet (AS2895), Moscow, Russia; RASnet for the proxy located in RASnet (AS3058), Moscow, Russia; and Yars for the proxy located in Yaroslavl State University (AS8325), Yaroslavl, Russia. Proxy-servers CHG and Yars are typical regional cache servers serving requests from local users. Other servers located in Moscow are a central part of the Russian web-caching hierarchy [32] and serve requests from local users as well as from other (e.g., regional) cache servers.
All proxy-servers run Squid caching software. Figure 1 sketches the process of data collection: user queries go to the cache server, which processes user queries to the web servers and keeps traces of user requests as records in log files. We therefore call the cache servers "observers" to stress a possible importance of their displacement in the Internet. Cache servers in Russian academic networks are organized in hierarchy sketched in Figure 2 . User queries goes through the local proxy servers to regional cache servers, which may redis- tribute them to the servers on national research and educational networks, which may send queries to the neighboring caches or directly to the destination. Also some queries may be sent to IRCache servers. We must note that the cache server network is a logical one, programmable, and does not reflect Internet connectivity but is rather some subgraph of the Internet.
We must note here that information in the datasets is private and is subject to a privacy policy agreement. We therefore use all datasets available to us.
Each record contains information on the requested document (URL). A typical URL looks like protocol://web.site.name[:port]/path/to/document. We treat a substring between the '//' and '/' characters (omitting the ':port' field if present 5 ) as the website name. Only successful GET requests with code 200 are included in our analysis.
We counted the number of requests for each website in the log for each dataset. Those numbers divided by the total number of requests in the dataset give us the normalized rank distribution of websites by popularity f r .
Fitting equations and parameter estimation was done by the nonlinear least square method with Levenberg-Marquardt minimization.
Discussion
Normalized rank distributions (the fraction of requests to a given website as a function of the corresponding rank) are presented on a log-log scale in Figures 3, 4 , 5. Figure 3 shows results for four datasets with the names 1996 (squares), 1997 (circles), 2000 (up triangles), and 2001 (down triangles) as defined in Table 2 . All of them were collected by the same proxy site CHG. Consulting Table 2 , we can conclude from Figure 3 that the rank distribution for all four datasets coincides well in the "middle" straight-line part of about two decades and that the larger the sample size, the larger this middle region is. We can therefore conclude that the rank distribution does not change qualitatively in five years and that the rank distribution comes closer and closer to the ideal Zipf law.
Our goal in Figure 4 is to demonstrate how a rank distribution depends on the period of observation. Finally, Figure 5 demonstrates that rank distributions with nearly equivalent sample sizes are independent of the displacement of the observer (i.e., cache server) in the Internet geography (at least, for the Russian academic networks). We plot seven datasets, Figure 5 is quite convincing that the rank distribution of websites is independent of the displacement of the web cache in the hierarchy.
Totally, it can be seen that rank distributions corresponding to different datasets coincide well for the middle values of ranks. Therefore, the fraction of user requests coming to "mainstream" websites (which are often encountered in logs but are still less popular than top sites) is stable and does not vary with time ( Figure 3) , with dataset size (Figure 4) , or with proxy location ( Figure 5 ).
One more common feature of all graphs is the divergence of the rank distributions in the "tails", the rightmost parts of the graph. Rank distribution turns down strongly in tails, where the websites were requested less than about 100 times.
There is an interesting peculiarity seen in Figure 3 : the fraction of requests coming to the most popular sites decreases with time. For example, the frequency of occurrences of the most popular website in 1996 was about an order of magnitude higher than in 2001. Because the most frequent requests come to different kinds of banners, counters, search engines, etc., Figure 3 demonstrates that their relative popularity diminishes with time. One possible reason is the appearance of many different sites with similar contents (as well as mirror sites) or functions (e.g., banner networks or search engines), which leads to equilibrating user interest to different hot sites. Another reason is improvement of web-client software. The internal cache of the web browser can contain more web documents; requests to the most popular documents are then processed using the internal cache. This phenomena is known as the "trickle-down" effect observed by Doyle et al. [4] , which is discussed below. Fitting the data to Zipf-like law, expression (3), and its modifications, expressions (4) and (5), is a tricky problem both because of the influence of the rare statistics of the large ranks and because of the high fluctuations of the leading ranks. Which method is best is not yet understood [27] . We use a least-square fit to estimate the parameters and calculate the accuracy of the estimated values by the standard approach and give it in the parentheses as a correction to the last digit.
We can choose a region of ranks of two orders of magnitude where the rank distribution looks like a straight line. But varying the interval boundaries of the rank window strongly affects the fitting parameters (e.g., the exponent α). We obtained α in the range from 0.7 to 1.4 depending on the rank window. For example, fitting dataset 2001-09 with Zipf-like law (3) in the window 10 ≤ r ≤ 1000 gives α = 0.78 and in window 10 3 ≤ r ≤ 10 5 gives α = 1.13. Other fitting windows give other values in the range from 0.7 to 1.4. We can therefore conclude that the Zipf-like law cannot give us quantitative characteristics of rank distributions of websites in the whole interval of ranks.
Slightly better results can be derived using a modified Zipf-like law, known as the Zipf-Mandelbrot law [10] ,
which gives a better approximation in the range of small ranks but is still inapplicable in the "tails". The fit can be appreciably enhanced by introducing one more parameter in (4):
(5) Figure 6 shows the rank distribution of websites in the coordinates log(f r −a), log(c + r) for the particular dataset 2001-09. The fraction of requests (the vertical axis) is shifted by the value a = −1.44 · 10 −6 and the rank by c = 15.16. This figure clearly demonstrates that function (5) approximates the data distribution well in almost the entire range of ranks. 6 We have fitted expression (5) to all our data and found that the value of α is quite stable; the results are presented in Table 3 for the datasets discussed. The columns in Table 3 are the dataset name as defined in Table 2 and resulting values of a, c, and α as defined in expression (5) . The mean of the exponent α is 1.02 ± 0.05, which may be considered 1.0. The statistical error is calculated as the variation of α from the data in Table 3 .
The parameter a can be considered a correction for the finite sample size. The larger the sample size, the less a is.
The parameter c in expression (5) has a very clear physical meaning. It is closely connected with the trickle-down effect observed by Doyle [4] . Doyle found that proxies disproportionally absorb requests on different levels of the hierarchy. Rank distributions obtained from data collected on proxies at different hierarchical levels differ in the region of small ranks. This effect has a clear explanation in terms of rank distributions.
As a clarifying example, we consider a two-layer hierarchy of proxies. A firstlevel proxy receives requests from users. If the requested document is found in its cache, then that document is returned to the client; otherwise, the request is submitted to an upper-level proxy. If we assume that a first-level proxy can hold N documents in its cache, then it accordingly filters the N most popular documents from the request stream, i.e., it "cuts" the leftmost N points from the rank distribution. This is equivalent to the change of variables r → r + N. Therefore, we presume that the parameter c in equation (5) characterizes cache sizes of low-level proxies (which can also be the user's browser cache).
It can be seen that for all datasets, α is close to unity with an accuracy of a few percent. We therefore suppose that the exponent α in equation (5) is a universal characteristic of web traffic, which is independent of time (for timescales comparable with the Internet lifetime), is independent of data collection duration (when the sample size is sufficiently large and contains more than 2×10 5 requests), and is independent of the displacement of the proxy server in the Internet hierarchy.
We found a possibility to check our findings using available statistics. We chose BU web-client traces available from ita.ee.lbl.gov (the full dataset from Nov 94 to May 95 contains 1143842 requests, 104532 unique URLs, and 4970 unique sites). This dataset was used in early work and gives one of the best examples of the Zipf law for web-page popularity (α = 0.986) [23] . Fitting equation (5) to the rank distribution of website popularity gives α = 1.025, a = −3.3 · 10 −5 , and c = 1.97, which coincide well with the values obtained for Russian academic networks. This is an additional argument that website popularity distribution is universal (in other words, is independent of both the observation point in the Internet and Internet history) and follows the Zipf law with an exponent α close to unity. Table 4 presents data from the following The second and third entries from the bottom demonstrate the stability of the fit for two subsets of the data collected at uc-location, for 12 days (set name us-12d) and for 1 day (set us-1d). The last entry represents the fit to the sum of the preceding data sets. Results of the fit by expression (5) are close to unity and quite similar to those for Russian servers presented in Table 3 .
Conclusions
We have presented modified Zipf law (5), which fits the rank distribution of web sites in the full range of ranks rather well. We found that the value of the exponent α in expression (5) is stable for the analyzed datasets. It does not vary with (1) the year of data collection, (2) the period of data collection, or (3) the geographical location of the cache server where we collected data. We found that α is very close to 1. We have reasons to suppose this value of α is a universal property of web-traffic for the website rank. We have also presented a clear explanation of the "trickle-down effect" based on the properties of our modified Zipf law. We suggest that website popularity is universal property of Internet and follows the Zipf law.
In a similar experiment, fluctuations of the exponent value were checked [34] as a function of the volume of statistics, where cache traces of user requests to different Internet domains were analyzed. User requests were sent to Internet through the cache triangle, namely, they went to the Master Server, which sent each odd request to the left cache and each even request to the right cache. Clearly, the traces should be nearly equal in the limit of a large number of requests. Indeed, it was estimated that exponents extracted separately from the "left" traces and "right" traces were within five per cent for a set volume larger than ten thousand requests, and that those for set volume less than a few hundred fluctuated strongly. Thus, rare statistics may significantly affect the results.
The results in this paper may be useful for building mirror sites and CDNs as well as for improving software for DNS request caching. We also conjecture that fitting with the modified Zipf law is suitable for describing the rank distribution of web-document popularity.
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